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Faculty of Wellesley i SINO-RUSSIAN AFFAIRS
Pursue Path of Crime REACH PERILOUS CRISIS
The habits and home life of college
faculties have long resembled those of
most royal families in that efforts to
keep them secluded seem to have been
in vain. Now another element of their
existence has been brought to light and
verified by local investigation. In an





burning into the lai
have been helping the readers as they
try to track the keen detective through
the bewildering paths of crime, but
such is indeed the case, even here in
Wellesley. Do not imagine, however,
when your professor looks
as she approaches class that she :
dering over the fatal significance
finger prints and fragments of flower
pots found near the body. She may
it is the evening hours alone that
Wellesley faculty seem to dedicate t<
the pursuit of crime. During their wak
ing hours some haunt Hathaway House
and bear triumphantly away
marked, the books are opened. Here
enters the individual touch.
'tis better to read and relent
down the criminal to hi
Side by side with headlines presag-
ing world peace, international disarm-
; and naval agreements are small
paragraphs telling of fighting in China.
d Russian attacks along the Sungari
vev. These two types of foreign
svs seem to contradict each other; it
encouraging to note, however, their
relative importance in newspaper
heads. The less important is interest-
nevertheless, if only to prove the
discredited platitude that human
re cannot be changed, at least not
quickly.
The present trouble between China
and Russia dates back to the agree-
ment made in 1924 concerning the
Manchurian railway, which was to the
effect that the railway should be man-
aged jointly by the two countries un-
der a Russian general manager and
Chinese sub-officials. This compromise
worked successfully until the Chinese
decided that they had the worst of the
bargain and took the railway into their
control by installing a Chinese director.
Naturally, this move caused trouble,
which the Russians tried to settle by a
peaceable agreement. On August four-
teenth, the two countries agreed to a
status quo, by which the Chinese di-
rector would be removed and a new
Russian general manager appointed,
whereby making it a matter of person-
alities instead of aggrandizement.
in-
Individual I
Here our worthy faculty
Froctor believes in leaving t
le gods and Teads
he falls asleep; Miss Orvis reads
about three-quarters of an hour
tempting—she closes
the book until the next night. Miss
Manwaring and Miss Fletcher are more
faithful to the detective, and will not
leave him until he has manfully and
courageously put handcuffs on the
world the faculty show varying inti
ests and tastes. Miss Fletcher dees i
(Continued on Page 8. Col. 2)
COMING EVENTS
tonight the Faculty
trepidations at the tradi-
nwe'en party at Horton
club members are invited,
ive the pleasure of having
e told, and of meeting a
;veral witches.
Liberal Club will begin its pro-
for the year on Friday at 4:40 in
Agora, where Miss Orvis will give the
first of two talks dealing with condi-
in Russia since the Revolution.
The meeting will be open to all inter-
ested.
Lecturer Tells of Edison
and Early Inventive Work
part of Wellesley'
;emi-centennial of Edison's inven-
of the electric illuminating bulb,
Mr. Preston S. Millar, Secretary of the
iation of Edison Electric Illumi-
nating Companies, lectured on Edison
ind the Electric Light, on the evening
of October 15.
Mr. Millar told of the varied occu-
pation of Edison's boyhood and youth.
The inventor left school early, and
spent his time thereafter peddling pa-
pers on a train, and printing a weekly
paper. He nearly wrecked a baggage
car by playing in it with chemicals, and
the boxing that followed made him
led him to feed a friend a great
deal of Seidletz powder, to see if he
would float.
Edison was first renowned for his im-
provement of the telegraph. He had
been taught telegraphy by a station
master whose daughter he had saved
from an accident. At this time he con-





d would be less likely to ba>
The attempt at compromise ^
?r. for the next
Russia of using
rom the railway for dis-
Communistic propaganda
in China, and therefore, to protect
themselves, mobilized troops. Russia
replied by offering to negotiate, if
China would agree to a new manager.
At the end of August there was a
conference, but China refused that the
Chinese director be resigned. This led
to some fighting after which the Nan-
king Government protested that it was
being unfairly attacked. By the middle
of September there was great political
unrest in China, and Russia withdrew
from negotiations, alleging the urn-
stability of the Nanking Government as
the cause. In the Moscow Regional
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 3)
prominent scientists were working
the problem of house lighting by e
trie light. Edison had visions of
transmission and utilization at a •
tance of power from Niagara Falls
power houses that would furnish e
tricity for many purposes, such as
vators, sewing machines, fans, and
forth. He was opposed by scientists all
over the world, many of whom accused
him of fraud, ignorance, and deceit.
Undaunted by opposition, in Decem-
ber, 1879 Edison exhibited in Midlon
Park an entire system of electric light-
ing. Millions came to see this exhibit,
as well as later ones in Paris and Lon-
don. The success of Edison's system
was due to its completeness and to its
use of the multiple system in parallel.
whereas others were trying to do it in
Commenting on Edison as a man, Mr.
Millar said that he has extraordinary
resources in the presence of failure. He
has a delightful sense of humor, and
keeps his workers enthusiastic.
Mr. Millar illustrated with slides the
illumination of Niagara Falls, the End-
less Caverns in Virginia, and various
To the Library the speaker gave a
photostatic copy of an old newspaper
containing many articles about Edison
and the electric light, and a book of
poems about Edison. To the Depart-
ment of Physics he gave an auto-
graphed picture of Edison.
BARN INFORMALS
November 2—Dancing Afterward
Ticket Sale Monday and Tuesday


















































































IN TYPE AND SETS
'Golden Doom", "Torches",
"The Twelve Pound Look",
To Be Given At Informals
ACTIVE MEMBERS CHOSEN
The Barn Informals, consisting of
three one-act plays, will be held Sat-
P. M. The three plays, Golden Doom,
Tfie Twelve Pound Look, and Torches,
have been chosen because of their wide
variety in character range and setting.
Golden Doom is a naive story by
Lord Dunsany, laid in an eastern court
before the fall of Babylon. It is fan-
tastic but shows the superstitions of
the time and how a small thing like a
little boy's verse could influence a
king's court. It is to be coached by







ProP1**8 j Martha Young
1st Sentry i....Buth Hosley








The Twelve Pound Look is a good
example of Barrie's inimitable art. It
with the blustering Lord Harry,
les the
ion. Ruth Stephens, '30, will
this production, which has the
following cast:
Kate Eileen McCann
Sir Harry Evelyn Peirce
Lady Sims Vivian Grady
Tombes Jane Link
The third play to be presented is
arches, by Reisbeck. It is a tragedy
Lth a Paolo and Francesca theme.








Each play will require a different
depth of stage setting. Golden Doom
will use the small outer stage with a
curtain drop. Mary Louise Fagg has
designed a colorful and modernistic
set having the great Assyrian gate in
ill..- play i for
a key set and is being designed by
Katherine King. Torches will require
a full stage and is to be depicted
against a cyclorama (sky curtain cov-
ering the back of the stage).
This year there has been a great in-
terest in try-outs, especially on the
part of the freshmen. The Barn of-
ficials tried to use as many people from
the class of 1933 as possible to give
them an early start on their dramatic
careers. Many upperclassmen who
tried out before have been
Many girls who did




MEANING OF OUR EDUCATION
H.'ip
of laborers everywhere, as expressed
in a poem by one of the girls at the
Bryn Mawr Summer School for Women
Workers in Industry. Three Wellesley
people, Miss Hawk, of the Literature
Department, Miss Goddard, of the
Zoology Department, and Helen Bag-
enstose, '31. were on the school's staff
lln.s
atmosphere of this school, completely
different from that which we kn<
Wellesley.
When a student body is compos
one hundred girls, one half of i
are foreign born, many of them
ing just reached American shores,
of them colored, with representatives
of all religious and political opinions,
it is a group in which fiery arguments
Win l; :
neal and every meeting.
udent body whose mem-
bers have been fighting through every
adversity for years, it is one which ad-
mits tno obstacles to interfere with its
brief opportunity to "find the sun." It
was these circumstances which made
working with the girls a thrilling ex-
perience for Wellesley members of the
school staff. The aim of the school
is "to offer young women in industry
opportunities to study liberal subjects
had contact with workers, and
man had spent time actually la-
g in American and English mines
Jn members of the staff are in
:e of each of the four units into
i the girls are placed. Three days
are spent at the beginning of the year
in giving the girls all possible mental
and psychological tests, in order that
they may be properly placed. Then
there are afternoon teas and forums
and class room discussions for an in-
terchange of ideas. The girls can not
produce as much work as the average
college student can boast, but they can
put into it the maturity of added years
and varied experiences.
five and thirty. These
lee ted by carefully chos
Tite and read English, and
n which has involved wc
with tools—so the variety i
mt body is large. All of the girls
i on scholarships, and many
took busses all the way from San
cisco or Chicago, in order to
ly. Some of the students
this just
girl ;
at one A.M., and slept under an arch
all night, rather than disturb any one.
Miss Goddard found difficulty in trans-
lating scientific terms for one student
who had left Dresden just two weeks
b?fore entering the school, and many
of the teachers had to pause in then-
lecturing while the Russian girls dis-
cussed the meaning of certain expres-
Courses Carefully Correlated
It was not only this, however, which
made the classes so interesting for the
"undergrade" who listened in. There
are four courses, Economics, English
Literature, Composition and Public
Speaking, Science and Psychology; a
girl is enrolled in three of the courses,
and attends two each day, each of them
meeting for two hours at a time. The
of all the cou
practical with Uirurrueal;
colleague's lectures and I
the subject matter of that class with
his own material. Everything centers
about Economics, so that the girls
will have a clearer idea of how to ap-
proach their work in the factories.
never meets in the ordinary college
class-room. Many of the girls give up
jobs in order to attend the school;
to save the necessary money, and all
of them have to endure a wretched
period of readjustment when they
leave the Bryn Mawr campus for dingy
homes and noisy factories. They over-
which have be<
minds for years, ;
seething in their
given, and papers are assigned only if
vish them. At the end of
r a certificate is given, to
show that the recipient has attended
the schoo and is privileged, as an
Recreation Is Provided For
<>'. .'.::_'..:.:.-. :.:•;
from Vassar, Smith, Wellesley, Mt.
Holyoke, Bryn Mawr, the University
of Chicago, and sometimes from Bar-




seriously as they work. They enjoyed,
n of different
phases of their lives, and of different
stages in the development of organiza-
l problems they were study-
this occupied a large part of
At an International Festival,
twenty-eight nations were represented,
by girls who demonstrated through
singing or dancing or other means, a
part of their national culture. This
was the climax of the year, and was
followed by the Lantern Ceremony, in
which each girl carried up her candle
to be lit by the torch of knowledge.
With this new guide, the girls set out
again, each hoping that she was bet-
ter prepared to meet her machine,
"Big, black, towering giant
Hovering over me;
Torturing, nagging, and trying
shell of life, worn thin."
The school was organized in 1921
through the inspiration of Miss
Carey Thomas, President Emeritus of
Bryn Mawr. and was led by Miss Hilda
Smith, who was Dean of Women
Bryn Mawr. Now. however. Miss Smith
served on the Red
- were college ath-
swimming teams,
Women's colleges not ale
adopted the Red Cross courses
Hygiene and Care of the Sick
trition, but many give credits
pletion, including extension i
teachers who take these corns
Summer courses in tl
of Junior Red Cross
were given the past summer at 197 state
Junior Red Cross "credit course" was
given this year at Teachers College. Co-
lumbia University, New York; George
Peabody Institute, Nashville, Tenn.;
University of Wisconsin, and University
of California.
Another Red Cross summer course in
the atmosphere of a center of higher
learning was afforded at the University
of North Carolina, where Red Cross
representatives gave First Aid instruc-
tion, first to a police officers' group,
which so impressed the heads of the in-
stitution as to lead them to request spe-
cial lectures to a class of athletic
coaches, composed of students from
These university contacts of the Rec
Cross are fitting cap-stones to founda^
tions laid in the primary grades, ant
extending through high school and pre-
paratory years, modifications of tht
aforementioned Red Cross course!
being used, with credits granted by %
number of schools for completion.
The combination of infusion of ideals
of service with practical instruction en-
abling the individual student to render
such service in a material as well as
spiritual sense, makes the appeal of the
Red Cross. It leads, as the student
matures, to a deeper interest frequently
exemplified in community service in
,ter life. Here, too, the Red Cross
ands ready, its local Chapters the me-
Strength of Red Cross activities is
measured by general Red Cross mem-








and at the University
which take only
and she has opened the Workers' Art
Shop in New York City, where workers
study art and music and at the
time enjoy contacts with college
THE AMERICAN RED CROSS
Addressing an audience at Harvard
st Summer, an official of the Ameri-
n National Red Cross observed that
multitudinous forces were striving con-
tinuously to penetrate the surrounding
walls of the country's educational sys-
tem, to impress it in some way, influ-
fact that these wellsprings of ed-
n are so guarded makes it espe-
significant that the American
3ross is accepted at increa.-imiY
points of contact between




ith earliest school years, and
flourishes in the highest institutions. It
mges through a variety of Red Cross
rvices of intense practicality.
Today, in Physical Education depart-
ents of leading universities, the Am-
ican Red Cross course in Swimming
id Life Saving, and First Aid, is
andard. Some of these courses orig-
ally were conducted by Red Cross
MISS HOBGOOD COMMENTS ON
ENGLISH AND AMERICAN SPEECH
that '
ity of the average American is better
than that of the average Englishman—
the pronounciation of the average Eng-
lishman is far superior to that of the









schools during her six months' rej
dence in England this year. During
large part of her stay, Miss Hobgood
studied at the Royal Academy of Dra-
matic Art. Although the Academy is
pre-eminently a school for actors,
many teachers of speech, bath English
and American, have studied there. The
course is primarily a general study of
speech conditions, with training in
standard speech from a phonetic point
of view, and emphasis on good voice
quality. A study of Greek, Shakes-
pearean, and modern drama, both in
lecture and rehearsal, is included in
the course.
Contrasting the English with the
theater. Mis- H<ib.:ond 'Junks
i far as acting and the reading
lines are concerned, the English
s superior, but from a mechani-
nt of view—lighting, setting, and
e—the American
,." said Miss Hobgood, "is more cos-
opolitan. England more traditional."
Previous to her study in London.
Miss Hobgood had taught for several
[ obtained her Master's
ne Teacher's Callege,
Columbia.




p ATJTC adds another chapter




The one-piece dress which staged such a
strong come-back this fall, proceeds to
invade the field of the knit suit. The
result is delightful and above all com-
fortable. It combines the minimum of
weight with warmth, freedom and
style.
At the left, a popular version of the
striped knitted dress in tones of brown
and yellow, $19.75.
FULL-FASHIONED HOSIERY, Semi-Chiffon





when crowned by the
delights of the Candle-
light Dance and Dinner
at Firenze, the charming
FlorentineCoffeeHouse
ofAlice Foote MacDou-
gall. Soft candlelight, a
tuneful orchestra, and a
delicious dinnerprovide
the perfect finale for the
ALICEfFOOTE MACDOUGALL
COFFEE HOUSES
NOW IS THE TIME
Chrislmas Greeting Cards
£$? XEbe Blue SDragon *
60 CENTRAL STREET, WELLESLEY, MASS












[ from Page 1, Col. 41
OFF CAMPUS
With England and the Uir
swept by a great enthusias
the outlawing of war, and with the
other powers, France, Italy and Japan
agreed on the parley set for January,
it would seem that the outlook for world
peace is extremely bright. Neverthe-
less, Italy and Prance, who have not
yet had the benefit of the fullest knowl-
edge of the Anglo-American negotia-
tions, remain somewhat nationalistic in
their reactions. Italy frankly demands
that she be granted as large a fleet as
the largest continental navy, but says,
also, that she will go as low as the
lowest. France insists on a large sub-
marine fleet, to protect her far-flung
interests. These and other inter;
tional complications promise to invc
the United States, in the conference
January, more deeply than ever in
European politics, from which she ]
The Chinese threat of boycotting
American and British goods, while it
has no official recognition in Washing-
ton, is realized as a serious expression
of the merchants and buyers in China.
The Association for Hastening the
Abolition of Unequal Treaties has de-
cided this boycott, with the support of
all this
various Chinese cities behind them.
This move is inspired by the fact that
Washington and London have refused
to give up their extra- territorial rights.
A two years' discussion and dispute
was put to an end last week when a
court's judgment was issued from Bel-
gium, requiring the inscription: "De-
stroyed by German fury, restored by
American generosity," in its Latin equiv-
alent, to be placed upon the balustrade
of the memorial library at Louvain.
This library was rebuilt after the war,
by American gifts, and Whitney
Warren commissioned the architect.
A general sentiment was expressed
against the inscription to be used on
the ground that it might revive war-
bred hatreds. However, the court's de-
the i
X the univt
With the best organized system of
used in Arctic exploration, and with
every scientific aid at hand, Byrd is
opening his spring drive of discovery.
The advance expedition, consisting of
four men and three dog sleds, is going
ahead to prepare the route for the ge-
ological and research parties coming
later. The route is to be marked with




; covered up with
marked by flags
for distances around. Every precau-
tion known to arctic exploration will
be taken, both by the supporting ex-
pedition which blazes the way, and the
scientists who follow- Everything is put
into as compact space as possible. Food
for the dogs, boiled and moulded into
cakes, takes little room, while each
days' ration of biscuit, pemmican, soup
and bacon for the men. is packed in e
separate bag. and is taken out just a:
needed. Compact tents, radio sets 10,
communication with the base camp or
Little America, ropes for glacier climb-
ing, are all packed under sleigh sheets
and lashed on the sleds. The very
careful thought and planning foi
e-.uedition will make possible a
trip across the frozen south.
ON CAMPUS
to stir the college to a new interest in
political activities and current events.
In the "good old days" before the Fire
a blackboard stood in front of College
Hall on which, each day, were chalked
headlines relating the day's news.
This blackboard is still a cherished pos-
session of Agora. The society proposes
to bring it forth and in fair weather to
place it in burlap-covered glory before
Hall Jnm. the
. the
first floor of Founders the congestio
too great to allow its presence.
The proposed blackboard revival
sequel to Agora's first attempts
arouse interest in current
Monday morning lectures in Billings
Hall. Suggestions that discussion and
lecture groups meet weekly in the so-
ciety houses have also been advanced.
r=]
The Newman Club's initial meeting
of the year was held Friday night, Oc-
tober 19, in A. K.X. At this supper
meeting the freshman members were
introduced, and the interests of the
Club explained. The social program
for the year was discussed, and tenta-
tive plans laid for several bridges and a
a-dance. Mrs. Sheridan, an alumna,
The first 0/ the usual series of par-
es given by the Old girls for the New,
took place at Shafer Wednesday night,
October 16. Some "home-grown" stunts
amused the newer members of the
)use. The ever-important refresh-
en ts were present.
r=i
The construction of that part of the
new parking space which lies nearest
Stone and Davis was considerably
quickened by a near accident occurring
there recently. A large truck approach-
those dormitories met a taxi driv-
from the opposite direction at the
Wellesley pace. In the col-
lision the taxi was tumbled into a pit
nearby. Though both man and ma-
emerged unhurt, very shortly
thereafter the pit completely disap-
L=l
This week has seen the official open-
ing of the clubbing season, with a fine
bag for Friday night consisting of the
1 with refreshment)
Eleanor DeCourcy. Mary Virginia Stan-
gler, and Mary Taylor; the Circolo Cas-
io, who chose as their Executive
Committee Ruth Warfield, Janice Le-
and Katherine Stanley; and the
Science Club, who elected as officers for
year the following: President, Mar-
t Erlanger; Vice-President and
Chairman of the Program Committee,
Faustina Roberts; Secretary-Treasurer.
Betty Lincoln; Program Committee,
Mavis Lyman, Alice Sword, and Eliza-
beth Head.
Beebe had a house party—last Friday
night. The new girls for whom the
party was given were cordially invited
sponded nobly. One member of '32
donned a sheet, a piece of sandpaper,
and hopefully arrived as the "Desert
Song." Another, having annexed a
came as "I Ain't Misbehavin'." Still
two others, with less time and ambition,
ried
mi Ammal Oar.-kerv" But the
of ionner clays as A Bicycle Built f<>
The talented members of the fourtl
floor then presented a charade, th
third floor a Scotch ballad, and the sec
ond a most touching stunt entitled ".
Day at Wellesley." Wellesley Special







































(Continued : i Page J
Congress of Soviets, it was stated that
they wished peace with China but if
they were forced into it they were
ready to fight.
At the end of the first, iweek in Octo-
ber, conditions had become perilous in
il parts of the country, which bv
One the Kuominchun, who are coming
southeast from northwestern Honan
the second group, which is the mos:
dangerous, is massed along Lungha
Tsinpu; and the third are the Kwangs
forces, augmented by General Chang
Fa-Kwei's "Ironsides," who are n
ing Canton. Into this disordered coun-
try, the Russians, on the night of Octo-
sian attacking army was supplemented
by seven gunboats and twelve air-
planes. They progressed a hundred
miles inland from the border along the
Sungari River and an approximate
total of two hundred were reported
killed. The Chinese held the attack at
owing to the bad feeling that the:
between China and England amd
United States
rights, which the latter refuse
up despite China's urgent
Because of these Anglo-Chinese rela-
tions, it is particularly interesting to
watch the Sino-Russian developments









he Real Downtown Beauty Parlor
for the College Girl
l
A Fur Jacket Ensemble
that will score at
every game!
What could be smarter than a tan lapin
jacket and its richly contrasting chestnut
brown skirt of suede-like woolen? 165.00.
Exquisite lace knit slip-on of heavy silk, 25.00.
Patau's NEW "Ring and button" bag, of
brown suede, 7.50. Doeskin, saddle-stitched






9 Abbott St., Wellesley
Choice of the Particular
Exclusively for the Guests of Students
Phone Wellesley I Mary B. Hughes, Hostess
F. H. PORTER
COLLEGE HARDWARE SHOP






Attractive rooms for perma
and transient guests
11 Wahan Street
Breakfast served if desired
Wellesley 0218-W
Make it a WHITE DAY
for Initiation!!





8 Church Street Wellesley
DRESSES, HOSIERY, UNDERWEAR, GARTER BELTS,
GIRDLES and ONE-PIECE GARMENTS
Personal Necessities and Smallwares Silk Hosiery Repaired Invisibly
Leave your order for Personal Christmas Cards with us
33 Central Street ELBANOR, InC. Wellesley, Mass.
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laps it is time to organize
is of grass policemen to guard the
is and direct the college pedestrians
ird the numerous paths which
campus in many
and mature to us is n<
special persons to watch
to suggest to each girl 1
own policeman rather t
sheep following across tl
SUNDAY SPORTS
Recently we have received Free
Presses from several sources concern-
ing the anomalies of our Sunday
Rules. The NEWS had hesitated to
revive a battle, but general opinion
now seems sufficiently united for us
to express ourselves as a public mouth-
piece rather than a inciters to riot.
Respect for the feelings of those re-
vered members of faculty and adminis-
tration and those friends of the col-
lege who might be offended by the
sound of "fifteen all" from behind the
chapel, should by all means be ob-
served. But—to speak of tennis only
—
Mary Hemenway where players would
not even be conspicuously visible to
from the Chapel. As for other sports,
it has long seemed ridiculous that.
while walking is permitted, walking
on skis—and to many of us skiing i:
not much more—is forbidden. Horse'
back riding, which must be done ir
Natick, could not possibly offend th<
eye of the church-goer, since it is well
out of sight. The silly situation of the
girl who is away for the week-end and
cannot (theoretically) join in sports
has already been called to the atten-
tion of Senate frequently enough.
Last year's Elastic Committee meet-
ing on the subject of Sunday Rules
was not well attended. This hardly
seems reason to keep the rule as it is.
A simple and sensible change should be
made without the necessity of a pop-
ular rising. If the feeling of the many
would favor change, is not strong
enough to make the ill-advertised
meetings the talk of the town, there
is no reason to assume that feeling to
be non-existent. The subject is not
one about which sentiment will ever
be conspicuously burning. The change
granted their hope that it will be
By forbidding the use of the tennis
courts near Billings, and abolishing all
other restrictions upon Sunday Sports,
it seems to us that the feelings of
Chapel-goers would be respected, and
that I
may legitimately be occupied with
athletics would not be discriminated
when those people who are convinced
that Chapel attendance is appropriate
on Sunday realize and can almost take
for granted that many are not of their
opinion. If those who indulge in sports
on Sunday are reasonably considerate,
they would not be conspicuous enough
to make people who have not desired
CULTURE AND CURRENT EVENTS
It has long been the policy of tht
NEWS, contrary to that of most wom-
en's college newspapers, to publish out-
We justify it as material that is, or LI
lege student." But we can be only a
pocket dictionary at best, not an ency-
In the course of Wellesley time, sev-
eral political clubs have sprung up like
a flourishing existence
. brief while, and then died out.
the seed sown "fell into good
ground" and presently there was an-
other mushroom. Evidently, then,
there is an underlying interest in cur-
rent events persisting in the student
body, but suppressed by something that
chokes every effort at expression. Con-
sidering the state of those who cannot
even find time to read newspapers it
seems probable that the stumbling
block is academic pressure.




will be used if Vie writer so desirei
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions ant
statements in this column.
Contributions should be in tfu




are quite incensed when
ntimate that we are too young
would impair the business of the Wel-
lesley Club, for on almost every Sat-
urday night girls are turned away be-








17-'18 woke up Ame
pendous waste in all
was bred a national
subject in which we, the younger gener
ation, apparently had no share.
Take some petty examples. A revolt
ing sight at the occasion of Barn re
ception was barely touched orangt
the
bu-vric--
the day to the college view
perusal, new informal groups are fc
ing for abridged current events st
and there is still the Liberal Club.
If it should be a question of whether
these groups, like their predecessors,
shall come to nothing, or whether the
grades of their members shall suffer,
there are many wiser critics than we
who would favor the latter.
At this time more than ever before
it is essential that the college student
tnow something of the history-making
events that are occurring. The United
States, having held itself apart unti
iternal strength was assured, i:
ready to take an active placi
S nations. Events have a habi
of happening when the time is ripe ii
af objectors. A college that grad
students now with no knowledge
of the events of the
mrses already require cu
outside reading, with coi
sses, while giving the study due
dit, allows no time for the reading
assigning preparation. Most courses
e it no place at all. Indeed, like
irts and extracurricula
a subject of such uni'
that theoretically it sh
limited by acad>
le element, however, makes
Dvision necessary, and because
lature of the subject it might




The other paused. Then hopefully, I coul<
"Oh, another of those Russian avia- 1 once
SHEEP
Although there are no "please keep
T the grass signs" guarding the green
below Severance Hall, it has been one
it the girls were cordially in-
This fall, however, several
started making the short cut
f Severance. Only a few people
at greatly hurt the grass, but
idea was suggested, larger and
owds have started jay walking.
ultimately had to turn
hungry applicants. Again
we abandon
•ot, the unclaimed articles with
the lost and found office is
at the end of the year. Like-
wise the file of text and note books the
Pounders janitor leaves in the room
next to the class boards; and what of
the lights we leave burning for hours?
All this is such selfish waste. For the
who have to "fork over" the cost. Also,
such extravagance provokes among the
less-favored members of the commun-
ity an attitude of "why shouldn't I
take this—nobody wants it?" Can we
not recapture the old war-time spirit
WELLESLEY IN THE REAR
To the Wellesley College News:
A petition is in circulation asl
that the rules for chaperonage and
closing the houses at 10 P.M. on I
urday nights be amended. This p
tion requests that undergraduate :
dents be allowed to remain outside
town of Wellesley without a chaperon
until 12 o'clock Saturday night, pro-
viding they have an escort and pro
viding their plans have been approved
by the heads of houses. It is hard to
imagine that anyone can have serious
objection to this proposition.
This is only asking for a privilege
that we are granted at home and at the
Wellesley Club in Boston. We feel that
we should not have to go away from
llUpnl'lllir.
phase of the question.
There is an expense of at least $3.00
every time one stays at the Wellesley
Club. This often seems too great an
expense for one evening's enjoyment.
As for staying at places other than
the Club, many girls do not have friends
whom they can call upon as chaperons.
Therefore, need we point out that it
would be much more convenient to be
able to return to our own dormitories?
This proposition would not be radic-
illy new among women's Colleges. Only
this year Smith and Vassar have ex-
tended their late permission. At Sim-
College the girls are allowed out
12 at night twice a week. The
upperclassmen at Goucher may remain
out until midnight every night. Why
should Wellesley be behind other col-
leges in satisfying
quests of its student body
The Athletic
with time less perhaps than any othei
Wellesley organization. The "gay Gib-
son girls," notorious for bicycling, hac
penchants also for other sports, some o:
ti quite agile. Almost from the be-
iing there was a gymnasium and
ng on the lake, though we might
recognize it as that, was as popul
t is today. Rowing clubs wt
started, followed by tennis clubs, and
• first decade even occasional meets
cross-country runs. When the pres
Wellesley student considers it a fea
walk around the lake, one wonder
v the idea that our predecessors
A pair of glasses and a strong
Unpowdered nose between,
When conning of her Bible these rebel-
lious words to say,
So Adonais took them down and set
them here today:
"Look about you, say the poets
On the Wellesley Lit Review
the i
In a most exquisite r
And the firs that cro vn the hill-
top,
And the pines you're tramping
through;
-But the trees and bee > and flowers
Are for later, leisure hours,
When I haven't got a thousand
more important things to do!
I have to write a pap r for Comp
that's not begun,
A description of a hffl-top at
Saturday evening in Boston. But, as
Saturday night involves not only
iding that night in town, but also
wasting part of Sunday morning In
being driven back, through the
tess of our dates, or more often
taking a train. Since the first train
leaving Boston for Wellesley is at 9
before 10:30 A.
ny work you m
chance, you cai
e to do. If
until 12:2J
ould not only lose Sunday morning
The proposed amendment in no way
prevalent.
In 1897 there is the first record of
combining the clubs, and
later Heads of Rowing, Golf
Tennis and Basketball were appointed
Field Day is as old as the organization,
taking almost its present form in 1902
when the "new athletics" were ap-
proved by the trustees. For many years
an Ice Carnival, ancestor in all proba-
bility to the present Winter Carnival at
Tower Court Hill, was held on the lake.
About this time we hear of fencing as
time when swimmers from the Brook-
line Swimming Club came out to en-
tertain the college with exhibition div-
ing, illustration of different strokes, and
a game of water polo. An article in the
COLLEGE NEWS of 1901 teaches the
rules and methods of playing English
Field Hockey.
Constitution Adopted and Approved
On March 13, 1908, the present
stitution was adopted, and was
proved on March 17 by the Faculty, best
friend and severest critic and ce:
T^;mi/.uions budding ii
At setting time I'm always rushed
and nothing's ever done!
I have to talk in R. and S. of
moonlight by the lake,
For who the mischief ever saw a
sophomore get a break?
They ought to realize by now
my life leaves no time free—
For cultivating anything that
DORMITORY BALLADS
A girl there wa
prayer
(Even as you and I)
To
-the gods of the college everywhere
(We called them the people who did
she tried her luck at Claflin,
1 she lingered in that hall;




Little joy was to be
Nor-
Hy-
The following year the Bosl
mal School of Gymnastics, un
Amy Morris Homans. came to
ley and formed the Departmen
giene and Physical Education. The
Organized Sports elect
pective heads, and each sport
its own rules and regu-
y such intersport legis-





for each sport, and form
athletics j
' grace of Dower,
laint old charms of Barn.









credits Hoping in bitter
Moving through


















SHUBERT—A Night in Venice.
TREMONT—Bitter-Sweet.
WILBUR—7Vu? Age of Innocence.
; of t I act )
HOLIDAY
to be taken on faith.
The cast is versatile, large and good
looking. Ted Healy seems to be master
cf ceremonies, and is the connecting
link between the cast and the folks out
there over the footlights. The brothers
Claude and Clarence Stroud are pleas-
ant youths and excellent doggers. Ann
Seymour, with her perennial youth,
sang one worldly-wise song about men,
how they are not good enough, and how
Gcd made them. She sang another
song, but we had to leave before it.
the Plymouth
(
StanIey RodSers was Particularly amns-
comedy based
difficulties which
I Ing in the first scenes, when he was at-
I tume. The Premieres Danseuse were
te. I Miles, Beth and Betty Dodge, who have
when a self-made young man start. | atKj pgl]> ^ ^ dancing
to marry Into a family of wealth and
,
^^ ^ ^^^
social prominence. Johnny Case the I
r ^.mch mn charml feath.
young man, faUs^ta
^J^/^8 ! ered costumes and impersonated birds.
They whistled marvellously, with true
marriage at first owing 10 jonimy
back-ground. When it seems that h
is well on the way toward making
alliance. Julia is temperamentally
her father. She measures success




engagement, that he wants to stop
work when they marry and learn how
to live. She wants definite accomplish-
ments as a means of measuring her
Johnny doesn't know what
mt has an idea that money
is something to be used as a means and
not as an end toward final achievement.
Linda Seton, played by Hope Wil-
liams, is Julia's sister. Unlike her father
and sister, she has much of her grand-
father in her. He was a self-made
man. Linda can understand that his
life had more in it than the empty
social rounds which satisfy her family.
She can see that Johnny's point of
view offers something meaningful. The
only place where her judgment is bad
is in relation to her sister. She won't
believe that her sister can be satisfied
always by her present way of living.
She thinks that Johnny is the right
person to make Julia happy by showing
her a new way of living.
Johnny, urged by Linda's remonstra-
tions and his love for Julia, agrees to go
on working for several years in order
> Seton family. Mr. £
ny immediately but :
ture for him. Johnny suddenly
what marrying Julia means. It means
marrying into a set way of living,
living mound by the artificialities
The play ends with the suggest
that Linda and Johnny will go out a
find a way of living that will have t:
meaning for them.
This is a very meagre description
a play which is both amusing and
complicated. The lines are pointed and
clever, the tone just icy enough
edy. Perhaps Holiday is better I
The effect is light and brittle. Edges
of feeling are touched, weak elements
in the social structure blatantly pointed
Holiday is worth seeing from an artistic
point of view.
K . K. '30.
tree, and on a bough was a
which the two birds fluttered
ed after the dance.
ance furnished much material
..:.. Joe i
Pete Michon in the Locker Room of the
Paris, two acrobatic sailors, pre-
tended they were little birds; and the
who sang The Stork Don't Come
nd Any More pulled out fans and
to flap their wings. The show
enough comedy not to need
padded out by the stereotyped kicking
of chorus girls, of which there see
NEW BARN BUSINESS BOARD
Sally Thomas '31

















AS SYMBOL OF AMERICAN MIND
Critics have frequently declared that
the symbol of American national life
is the dollar sign, but James Truslow
Adams, in an article in the October
Forum entitled "May I Ask?" disagrees
with this pronouncement. He sees the
dollar sign as two parallel lines, ex-
pense and income, with a superim-
posed swirl trying to bring them to-
gether. Parallel lines never meet in a
Euclidean world, but the S imposed on
them represents the frantic effort of
the individual to refute this geometri-
cal finance. And in this respect there
is nothing typically American about
the symbol; .the striving, the manifold
tragedy, the wrung soul of an era con-
cealed in this new swastika are univer-
sal. There is no escape from it.
It is rather the question mark in its
repetitive usage, says Mr. Adams, that
asking questions. This
lthy mental activity in
n adults it shows a vi
.1 laziness, a laziness
Englishman 1
this
Question and Converse Linked
Questions and converse are very
closely linked, and the first explanation
sought must lie in the historical back-
ground of both. The Frontier is prob-
st. The trick of
instead of conversing l
developed among the towns, villages
;r fringes of Colonial Ameri-
primitive, predatory and half-starvec
l to grab at food. Hard as the lift
been in the old lands from which
first immigrants came, there had
leisure. -In the
ere was practical-
On the voyages from the old
upply often ran out
le immigrants
; each other. In the new
s to which they came the
1 supply also ran out. It is
[ that they ate the stranger,
nge fact is the persistence
FOCUSSED ON THE SCREEN
The second play of the Phidelah Rice
Players, The Barker, will be given at
8:15 next Wednesday night, October 30,
at the Community Playhouse in Wel-
This play of J. Kenyon
the
of performers
A NIGHT IN VENICE
When the rig
demic life begin
the sight of a textbook or the Library
nauseates, then go to A Night in Ven-
ice, and preferably not before. Its sole
reason for existence is the tired busi-
ness man, and his peculiar attitude is
necessary for the enjoyment of the
show, which has the usual superlative
chorus, scenes, songs and jokes. It
must be said that the plot is more ap-
parent and plausible for the gorgeous
and many scenes than those of many
musical comedies, and some of the
jokes were really funny.
irk intolerably,
laiuiif,
tion to the American theater. Tl
proximity of its appearance in Welle;
ley Hills is especially advantageous
Wellesley. The !
people of the ca:
about their lovi
their hatred. It 1
The curtai
after much i by:
their training on the legi
Frederic March has had an outstand
ing career culminating in work witl
the Theater Guild. Leslie Fenton has
had previous screen experience, having
done masterful work in What Price
Glory. Paris Bound is a story super
ficially sophisticated, fundamentally
naive. Dealing with a phasi
life so frequently played upon that it
has almost lost significance, the first
symptons of infidelity, this picture gives
it freshness through an underlying
study of its effect upon the young
wife's fuller development.
! fOOd E
of the question mark i
ife. The
hind it no long habit of indulgence in
intellectual curiosity. America is still
to a great extent provincial. Not only
is it uninterested in international af-
trying to establish a ]
for cultural interests. Moreover womai
is largely to blame. Talk is possibh
best between socialized, civilized men
but the process of socializing and civi'
lizing them has been the task o
woman. In America she has failed
she has merely appropriated a thii
yet
Question Mark Will Remain Symbol
At any rate the question mark i;
likely to continue the symbol of the
United States as long as its men re-
main frontiersmen, devoting their time
to subduing a wilderness rather thar
endless succession of things is not con-
versation; and a full mind, a philo
are not frontier products.
TYPEWRITERS
sold, rented and repaired









Frederic March. Leslie Fenton
Wednesday, October 30
The Phidelah Rice Players '
"The Barker'
Tickets $1.00. $.75. $.50
The -whole town is
talking about
The Esplanade
because it's the only place
in Boston where you can
see at a glance the en-
sembled, correct fashions
from head to foot, for
every hour in the day!
Displays are changed





As shrewd as her elders when it
comes to spending a dollar, the
modern miss again and again re-
turns to Thayer McNeil's for her
footwear and hosiery. And the rea-
Because she can absolutely de-
pend upon getting smart styling,
correct materials, and approved col-
ours, every time. Yet it is not neces-
sary for her to "scrimp" on some-
thing else in order to buy Thayer
McNeil shoes, for they are priced
to meet every allowance, from the
most conservative to the extremely




Out From Dreams and
Theories
SUMMER WORK
articles describing types of summe;
CHILDREN'S ISLAND
Just outside of Marblehead Harbor
Massachusetts, forming a sort of head
for the Neck, lies Children's Island
Every summer girls and boys are senf
from the North End of Boston to profit
and scientific ca
which the Sanitarium affords. This
where I worked last August, in ti
crippled girls' ward, taking the ch
dren through the daily routine. About
one hundred children, mostly Irish,
Slavic and Italian, from the ages of
who have suffered from rickets, infan-
tile paralysis and tuberculosis of the
joints, or have been exposed to tuber-
that
alto-
pital discipline and to little supervision
at home, the work was not difficult.
Sometimes they went in swimming,
played on the beach, or made baskets
and toys with the help of the occu-
pational therapist. But most of the
time they played by themselves and
were remarkably happy.
The two girls in charge of each ward
work under the supervision of a nurse;
and once a week all the "Volunteers,"
as we college girls were called, come
together to ask questions of the doctor.
of the number work at a time. Those
who are on duty in the afternoon,
work from 12:15-7:00 P.M., and again
the next morning from 6.45 A.M.-
12:15 P. M. The following afternoon
and morning they are then free to do
as they like—read, swim, or go by
motor boat to the mainland of Marble-
head. I would recommend this both
as a vacation and as an opening into
the fields of nursing, occupational
therapy, or social service.
Katherine Lovell, '30.
MEMBERS OF 1929 WORKING
The members of 1929 listed below
have reported to the Bureau that they
are holding positions other than teach-
ing. The stars indicate direct or in-
direct placement by the Personnel Bu-
Angus, Isabel. Training Squad. R. H.
Macy, New York City.
"Arthur, Barbara. Biological Research.
Harvard Medical School, Cambridge.
Auten, Dorothy. Hospital Laboratory
Technician. Trenton, New Jersey.
"Baker. Esther. Student Secretary.
Babson Institute, Wellesley Hills.
Beers, Josephine. Statistical Work.
Traveler's Ins., Co., Hartford, Conn.
"Blackford, Mary Allen. Brookline
Public Library. Brookline, Mass.
*Bender, Eleanor. Travelers' Bookshop
New York City.
Bourne, Barbara. Fidelity Trust Co
Cannon, Elizabeth. Asst. Librarian
University of Rochester. Rochester,
N. Y.
Clark, Ruth A. Bookkeeping. Double
day Doran & Co., New York City
Cobb, Elizabeth. Asst. Director an
Executive Secretary. Cobb Camps,
Denmark, Me.
Cohn, Katharine. Asst. to Society
Editor. Cleveland News. Cleveland,
Coxen, Natalie. Statistical Work
Health Dept, New York City
Edgecombe. Beryl. Asst, in Art Stu-
dio. Geneva, N, Y.
*Feary, Grace. Asst. in charge of ph<
tograph collection, Gallery of Fine
Arts, Yale University.
Foster, Josephine. Local Direct
Girl Scouts, Hammond, Ind.
Foulkrod, Marie. Presbyterian Boa
of Publications. Philadelphia, Pa
Gorham, Elaine. Asst. Executi-
Camp Fire Girls. Seattle, Wash.
Gould, Virginia. Asst. Editor, "Travel
Trails." American Magazine. New
York City.
•Harsh, Helen. Training Squad. R. H.
Macy, New York City.
Gutman, Nannette. Executive Train-
ing. Conrad & Co., Boston, Mass.
•Haskins. Dorothy. Floor Clerk, Am.
Tel. & Tel. Co., New York City.
'Hayden, Dorothy. Local Director.
Girl Scouts, Fall River, Mass.
Henderson. Antoinette. Ledger Clerk.
Walton, New York.
'Herrick, Louise. Library Asst. Pub-
lic Library, New York City.
'Higgins. Angela. Training Dept. John
Wanamaker, New York City.
Hiscock, Mabelle. Doctor's Asst. Pres-
byterian Hospital, New York City.
Hirshberg, Janet. Hospital Labora-
tory Technician. Milwaukee, Wis.
Holmes. Ruth. Filing Dept. Rocke-
feller Foundation, New York City.
Holt, Ruth. Library Work. Harvard
Graduate School. Cambridge.
Jova. Natalia. Secretarial Work.
New York City.
Koehler, Miriam. Secretarial work
for a doctor involving translating
German. Boston, Mass.
Latimer. Elizabeth. Office position.
Spelman Fund, New York City.
Lindeman, Edna. Industrial Psychol-
ogy. Western Electric Co., Kear-
ney, New Jersey
Lobdell, Katharine. Asst. Business
Girls' Sec. Y. W. C. A., Newark,
N. J.
Ma. ::.. Miriam. Executive Train-
.
Conrad & Co., Boston, Mass.
armid, Margaret. Brookline Pub-
Library. Brookline, Mass.
brarian. Brookline High School.
Brookline, Mass.
May, Isabel. Training Dept., Abra-
ham & Strauss. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mead. Theodora. Training Squad. R.
H. Macy. New York City
Meyer. Anne. Training Squad. John
Wanamaker, New York City
Miller, Margaret. Training Squad.
John Wanamaker, New York City
Morse, Marian Jewett. Selling; Source
Moss, Emily. Sellii
Co. Buffalo, N. Y.
Noble, Adelaide. Industrial Secretary.
Y. W. C, A., Hartford, Conn.
Palmer, Grace. Tutoring two boys.
Winchendon. Mass.
Raine, Doris. Research Laboratory
work. Bell. Tel. Co., New York City
Reddan, Mary. Asst. Research Dept.
State Dept. Industries and Agencies,
Trenton, N. J.
Rockwood, Emily. Training Squad,
R. H. Macy. New York City
Roser, Mary Souder. Research. Sur-
gical Laboratory. Mass. General
Hospital. Boston, Mass.
Russell, Margaret. Selling. Lindner's,
'Serrell, Katherine. Secretary to Li-
brarian. Metropolitan Museum of
Fine Arts, New York City
Seymour. Gertrude. Selling; Slattery
Wellesley Shop. Wellesley, Mass.
Sherwin, Vera. Pharmacist. Petty's,
Newark, New Jersey
•Severson, Elizabeth. Staff Worker
City Missionary Society, Boston
Smyth, Thelma. Visitor-in-training.
Association for Improving Condition
of Poor. New York City
'Stacey, Margaret. Training Squad.
R. H. Macy, New York City
Van Antwerp, Betty. Secretarial work.
Morehead State Normal School,
Morehead, Kentucky.
*Whidden, Helen. Chemical Labora-
tory Asst. Hood College, Frederick,
Md.
White, Gladys. Selling. Filene's,
Boston, Mass.
•Wildey, Harriet. Family Case Work-
er-in-training. Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Williams, Ruth. Technician. Evans
Memorial Hospital. Boston, Mass.
Wright, Hilda. Librarian and Editi
Asst. Am. Book Co., New York City
RADICAL REFORMS INVOLVED
IN NEW EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
"College must be made to fit the boy
and girl." says Dr. Albert Edward Wig-
gram in an article in the October Scien-
tific Monthly. That the average
American college utterly fails to do this
is the opinion of Dr. Wiggam.
Five things in particular he deplores.
First, there is that most pernicious the-
ory of all educational systems—that all
schoolman's duty to make them so.
This holds back the fast student and
humiliates the slow; neither profits.
one or too slow for the other.
The second damning fact is that the
college is not nearly big enough. Only
one fraction of one per cent of the
American people get into a college; the
colleges could and should serve at least
three to five times that proportion of
the American people.
And then many go to college who
have no business there at all. Some
lack ability, some interest, some both.
Many of them cannot graduate and
would be much better off had they
spent their time in more practical pur-
em of selection.
Greatest Fault Failure to Select
The "All or none principle," "Four
'ears or nothing" is another mistake.
Take our whole educational dose or go
lome in disgrace!" And not much
nore than half of the freshmen ever do
;et through to graduation.
Last and greatest of all wrongs is the
failure to educate the individual ac-
ding to his own needs, and at the
ne time keep up mass production. In
: future every college that cannot




whole new educational program.
by Dean Carl E. Seashore, of the
University of Iowa, is afoot. It is based
stated faults, and has two
great objectives: first, individual atten-
each student in order to develop
his or her highest effectiveness; second,
keeping up, indeed increasing, mass
oduction. Radical reforms are nec-
sary. Here are a few suggested by
ean Seashore. "Instead of letting
st numbers of students graduate from
gh school in June and probably waste
illege, find out they can't do the work
id be forced to go home, we shall se-
:t college students at their homes by
national college examination early in
June. A small fee will be charged, and
student takes it for his own
there will be no incentive
Basis of Ability
toys and girls can thus find
out whether they can do college work
have even declared them-
selves to their friends and neighbors."
This nation-wide dragnet will be a
great eye opener. This "exam" does
what line the student has
usual ability. That will
: next big step—placement
Sectioning .
Placement examinations should i
dent's knowledge of each subject, wink'
the last half tests the student's natural
aptitude for each subject.
Thus not only knowledge but ability
And the
basis of ability may be accomplished.
The fast and the slow no longer need
hinder each other. Perhaps the most
gratifying result of this sectioning is
that the poor student is no longer hu-
miliated by being compared with the
The last step of the whole new pro-
gram is the organization of a junior
college. The college now says, "Take
our whole four years or else you are a
college failure." But the new college
will say, "Take the first two years and
try yourself out. If by that time you
an honorable college degree of J.C.G.-
Junior College Graduate."
Instead of having the present cafe
teria system of allowing the student t
without being marked as elim
failures may go home after 1




Let me help you with your parties.
All kinds of catering-. Dinners, lunches,
"













Develop your musical talent
and playing ability by studying
with experienced musician and
instructor. Community Playhouse
Theatre organ and studio grand
piano available for practice. Ap-













Survey of the College
and School Gridiron
Activities, and Intimate
Stories of the Develop-
ment of the Leading
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s.'trefch the Check U^bqeSsS*
from home. Spend less for f©od
. . . have more for fun. Shredded
Wheat—for breakfast and for
midnight supper. Delicious and




Keeps you active and alert
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
The School for Wives, by Andre Gide.
Translated from the French by Doro-
thy Bussy. Alfred Knoft, New York.
1929.
If you would read a good book, here
it is. It can be chewed and digested—
in those famous words—in spite of the
frixolous design on the jacket and the
pleasant title. To those who are al-
ready admirers of the celebrated Gide,
The School for Wives will be welcomed
as a fresh proof of their idol's genius.
unable to stomach his works this book
may form the first step to conversion.
Undoubtedly, whatever the name ap-
pended to the title page, the book will
not fail to furnish both thought and
amusement to most of its readers.
Whosoever looks upon the first of the
mere 116 pages of this work on wives
and decides that because it purports to
be the diary of a modern young woman,
it will follow the airy vein of Anita
Loos, will be quite disappointed. Gold-
diggers have nothing to do with this
marry her Robert, through a love so
pure that it is utterly blind. Robert's
every word—and he appears to have a
large stock for every occasion—is the
subject of her adoration. It is only
stand him—then to put up with him—
and finally to leave him. In each
attempt she fails. Both her daughter
and her father realize the situation.
that
The chief charm of the book lies in
the delicacy of the handling. No one
subtle deftness than Gide has treated
the first part of the story. The reader
finds Evaline's naive comments the key
to her character. She is an average
more stupid than most.
)n the whole quite normal.
;r of fact, except in the
love for the pious Robert,
pretending in intellectual
matters. And it is through her guile-
less remarks that one can read Robert's
character long before Evaline herself
is aware of its true nature.
At the end of the first part of the
book the reader more than suspects
Robert's continual flow of edifying
sentiment. By the end of the second
part he has become thoroughly despic-
able. No one, with the possible excep-
tion of his wife, enjoys Robert's dis-
comfiture at the hands of his daughter
more than the reader. And yet with
all his unpleasantness so apparent, it
must always be considered that he is
being seen and judged only through
Eveline's eyes. It is she who is re-
cording all these events; and her eyes
are admittedly prejudiced. The reader,
at the end, is not quite sure how much
justice he has done to Robert.
Only by actual contact with the sim-
plicity of the style can one gather an
adequate idea of the delicate treat-
ment. And only by actual reading can
the
Gide fidently trying t
present. The School /or Wives is on
of bitter experience and disillusion
ment, and Gide leaves it for us to fin
the remedy. After the memory of th
charming appearance of the book-
both in cover and print— and the
of deft
intelligent understanding < rightful s
will c
This book
gestions for our own Club conferences
—regional and international—and be
a valuable addition to the permanent
reference books of the Club libraries.
It is one of the latest publications of
the Stanford
By Lewis L. Lorwin
No one who has followed the history
of the Labor Party in Great Britain
doubts that labor is an important fac-
tor in the political and economic life
of the world. Mr. Lorwin's book is
filled with information regarding or-
ganized labor and the labor movement
it has developed internationally. It
frankly, a difficult book to read as
all records of facts unaccompanied
by any expression of personal opinion.
Such a record is, however, a valuable
contribution to the kind of work the
International Relations Clubs are do-
ing. I have read the book with great
profit to myself and recommend it to
udents who wish intelligently to
understand the work of the Interna-
tional Labor Office and its relation to
her labor organizations.
Civic Training in Soviet Russia
By Samuel N. Harper
Those who have read the chapters
i the international significance of de-
velopments in Russia in Mr. Lorwin's
Harper's authoritative study in which
there is sufficient material for a whole
; work. In reviewing this book in
aturday Review of Literature un-
ite of August 17, 1929, William C.
Huntington states, "Only a handful of
book. In the restraint of the
jective analysis, one senses the com-
ence which comes of twenty years
background in Russia."
Problems of Peace, Lectures Delivered




program of work, or the book could be
followed chapter by chapter. The lec-
by outstanding
so tiny that his thumb was in the
i while holding them; Darwin wrote
little scraps of paper, and Rousseau
used playing cards if nothing else was
available.
Pursuing the subject further, the
question of what to wear while writing
i to have been a problem more or
Some authors could not work
their slices on. while oilier- emild
Johnson found difficulty in writing if
stiff shirt. The French nat-
uralist Buffon believed a brightly col-
t quickened the flow of his
thoughts.
Ostensibly, a matter of little concern
as chairs to some of the great minds:
is stated that Walt Whitman com-
)sed some of his best lines while lying
i his back in the full glare of the sun.
Twain Wrote in Bed
Mark Twain and Robert Louis Ste-
mson often wrote in bed, while others
d their best creating while riding
horseback or walking. Thomas Hobbes,
English philosopher, had a cane es-
pecially fitted with an inkwell and a
receptacle so that he could do his
writing whenever and wherever he felt
like it.
peculiarity >~i Hawthorne was whit-
otherwise engaged. Tennyson smoked
pipes while writing, smashing
one after using it once. Scott
could talk to his hounds and write at
Washington Irving
laughed as he worked, and would read
is manuscripts aloud to himself from
Perhaps the strangest habit of all was
le inscribed to Thomas Fuller, the
17th century English historian. When
words on the left-hand side of 1
paper and then would fill in the rest
sheet, never changing the original
mn of words which formed th
ginnings of the lines. This quaint
practice led Charles Lamb to refer
already familiar
5 concerning the
informing. They will. I hope, be es-
pecially useful to those Club members
who may find too advanced the three
books mentioned above.
The Old Savage in the New
Civilization
By Raymond B. Fosdick
which can be read through at a
sitting. The chapters were prepared
for student audiences "that they might
stimulate thinking on the most chal-
lenging problem that confronts our
make of our new machinery?" It has
recently been said that the most excit-
ing game for this new generation is
going to be bringing our international
organization up to date, so that it will
be in accord with the facts of modern
life. One of the requirements of this
jame is a quality of mind which cannot
fail to be stimulated by this book
which, as its author says, begins with
a question and ends with one.
Amy Hcmenway Jones,
National Secretary of the Inter-
national Relations Clubs.
STUDY OF AUTHORS' HABITS
REVEAL MANY QUEER NOTIONS
BOOKS OF INTEREST ON
INTERNATIONAL QUESTIONS
3o much interest is now being cen-
ed upon international conferences
it a thorough study and discussion
Professor Hill's admirable book
uld form an excellent background,
d an almost necessary one, for an
the
made in the Boston Hcra'd rivals
habit peculiar to many master wri
—the first draft of a manuscript often
is made on small bits of papers.
It is pointed out that William Cullen
Bryant used the backs of old envelopes:
Charlotte Bronte, besides cutting hei
paper small, used a diminutive writing
that £
ate reading for others, lit is pointed
ut that de Maupassant said books
made one narrow, they misrepresented
life, indulged in deception and gave th
false direction," and Rousseau de
people to talk about things they do no
Further, Emile Zola com
i in general to "sausage
makers who prepared their stuff fo
others while sedulously not eating an:
themselves."
It also is interesting to note tha
of
their daylight hours and do not settle
Jown to work until the normal bed
has been overcome. Science has i
tained that the mind functions
when fatigued. Through experiments
conducted at a well-known university
found that the brain is too restless
for <
plete concentration. Fatigue furnishes
the thinking apparatus with a dru{
that acts like opium, producing alert
$136,000,000 IS CHICAGO'S
TRIBUTE TO ITS RACKETEERS
The cost of racketeering
of Chicago alone is $136,000,000
year, or approximately $45
man, woman and child in
This is but one of the man
James W. Mulroy in the illuminating
article Tlie High Cost of Hoodlums, a
study of the business of racketeering
that appears in the current issue of
le modern parasite
upon the industry of others,
* his hold
jr political
form an organization o
a field of work, invite" the me
of that field to "Join" him as a "protec-
tion" against competition, and presto
a goodly income is realized. The rack-
eteer stabilizes prices, demands, and i;
paid without much objection, a fee eacr
month, and thereby gets any sum 01
Page 8. Col 2)
. Showing at




1 1 Latching CyOanaeaux
and ^Jarter Cy^)elts
S "^ eachX
^DAINTY wisps of silk and elastic that give you the
correct lines under sports or evening frocks. The bandeaux
in white, flesh or eggshell come in uplift styles or cup-forrn.
Net, satin, lace, crepe de Chine or radium, lace-trimmed
or tailored, have ribbon or elastic straps. The garter belts
in the same materials have long or short backs and
fasten at the side or in back. You're sure to find
your style in our fifth floor corset shop.





as early as convenient.
For your Society Mother-
gratitude than to send your
Society Mother a corsage to
wear. Orchids, sweet peas,
roses, lily of the valley—in
fact, everything there is in cor-
sage flowers is ready here at
'^THEFIOMST
T.I. w«ll. 0701 4 5* CentralSlnei
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
Thursday. Ortolu-r 24: *8:15 A. M
Morning Chapel. Miss Dorothy Shu-
man, :io. will lead.
Friday, October 25: *8:15 A.M.
Morning Chapel. Miss Balderston of
the Department of English Litei
will lead.
"4:40 P.M. Agora House. Liberal
Club Meeting. Professor Orvis
speak on "Modern Russia."
Saturday. October 26: *8:15
Morning Chapel. President Pendleton
will lead.
Sundav, October 27: *11:00 A.M.
Memniiiil Chapel. Preacher. Dr. Ray-
mond Calkins of Cambridge. Com-
munion Service.
•7:30 P.M. Memorial Chapel. Musi-
Monday. October 28:
Tuesday, October 29: '8:15 A.M.
Morninu Chapel. Professor Manwar-
ing will lead.
Wednesday. October 30: *8:15 A.M.
Mornme Chapel. Dr. Merrill of The
Brick Presbyterian Church. New York
ALUMNAE NOTES
Married
'17 Helen Straughn to Mr. Henry L
Conover, October 10. 1 after De
r first, Windove Red Bank, New
Jersej
Eloise C. Smith to Mr
Drake October 17.
•29 Margaret Roos to Mr. Michae
W. Freund, October 8
Dr. Roxana H. Vivian, a member
the Wellesley College faculty from 1!
to 1927, has accepted the position of
head of the mathematics department
and Dean of Women at Hartwick Col-
lege at Oneonta. New York. This col-
lege has all the interesting problems o:
working them out n a city of mall
1 of New
York State an a strong
tive faculty. The first of t ot
t expect to confer degrees before
"23 To Dorothy Leach McLeod '<
daughter and second child. Mary Boyl-
ston, July 25.
'24 To Janet Seeman Bierhoff a sec-
ond son, Richard, September 25.
'24 To Edith Perkins Clinton a sec-
ond son, Walter Burnham, August 13
at Weltevreden, Java.
'24 To Katherine Cunningham Mac-
Donald a daughter. Katherine Craw-
ford. September 14.
'..' ..;-:.(!..
. .:.: :.: i '
the adoption of Robert Ross Quacken-
'20 Mrs. McCormick. mother of Ra-
chel McCormick, died October 8th in
Pittsburgh, Pa.
'27 Mrs. Stovel, mother of Helen
Stovel, died October 20.
'28 Prances Palmer, died October
11th, in Plattsburgh, N. Y.
I from Page 1, Col.
she enjoys the unraveling of the crime.
convincing and seem possible as one
reads. She also rather favors plots in-
volving international crime. This lat-
ter, however, is anathema to Miss Man-
waring, who insists that the crime must
be perfectly plausible and able to be
solved systematically and intelligently.
She therefore would eliminate all pecu-
liar scientific inventions and contrap-
tions. Miss Manwaring is especially
interested in the English writers of de-
tective stories, because she has found
thati
These are only a few of the detectiv
devotees who dwell in our midst, botl
among our faculty and among our ad
ministration, but there also flourishes ;
The members of thihostile
to their identities are few. It is known,
however, that one of the members of
the English Composition Department
rallies to their standard. She denounces
the detective story as an escape for the
ego—"the reader identifies himself with
rages as many of our faculty join the
ranks of the "clever detectives" of the
Dr. Vivian's experience in academic
and administrative work in Wellesley
College, in the Women's Educational
and Industrial Union in Boston, and in
the Women's College in Constantinople,
Turkey, enable her to make a special
contribution to the life of a newly or-
ganized college. She is, moreover, the
a famous college execu-
Eliphalet Nott, first president of
Union College and brother of Miss
Vivian's great great grandfather, Sam-
Nott. The Sclienectady Union Sta;
October fifth describes as follows
Miss Vivian's recent visit to Union
Miss Roxana Vivian, Dean of
Women at Hartwick College, Oneonta,
spent the last week end at Union Col-
lege. She presented the college with a
copy of the first commencement ad-
dress of President Eliphalet Nott given
in 1804. Miss Vivian is a great great
Union College presidents.
"The inspiration which President
Prank Parker Day drew from his fa-
mous predecessor and his confession of
this inspiration in the inaugural ad-
dress last May is believed to be respon-
sible for Miss Vivian's contribution to
relics at Union College.
Miss Vivian is the great great grand-
Union's distinguished president who
office from 1804 to 1866 when he
Memrolbeirs ©f 1.IW IFamrailly
TarL
bombing or murder of those who refuse
Two types of racketeering exist at
present: the simple racket, in which a
single extortionist gets control of a lim-
business, and a collusive racket,
?d on agreement with labor leaders
politicians. The racket may be so
iplete as to involve the producer.
wholesaler and the retailer of a
single product, as well as of all allied
products. There has been compiled a
65 fields of business which rack-
have exploited: everything from
pop peddling to steamfitting has
that i
• Continued from Page <
later they were augmented
i of a white blazer, which
changed to the navy blue
p Open to College as Whole
members of the college are eligible
3 of the
Parker Duofold family greet
the world today to find them-
in the smart style
Made ofNon-breakable Per-
manite— 28 r/o lighter than
rubber— they are quick and
light as darts. Jewel -like in
luster, color,and design—jade,
Chinese red, mandarin yellow,
lapis blue, jet and gold, and
moderne Black and Pearl—
all with flashing black tips.
Non-stop writing instead of
frequent refueling of the pen,
because it has 24 7r more ink
capacity than average, size for
size. A pen that writes with
cheerful obedience because it
writes with Pressure/ess
Touch !
You can't afford to keep an
old pen now, or buy some
So visit the nearest pen
counter— see these Stream-
line styles—try Pressureless
Touch. And look for the im-
print,"Geo. S. Parker—DUO-
FOLD." so flattering imita-






membership, freshmen and sopho-
es becoming so automatically, and
members of organized sports being
facto members. The Director
Physical Education is a member
Besides the Field Days and the W
er Carnival, A.A. has charge of th<
Indoor Meet in the winter, and Ploai
Night in June. The campaign for the
-heralded but still very hypothet
except in spirit, swimming poo
begun many years ago, and after ;
protracted pause in activity, was re
I in earnest two years ago. Ii
the days of its achievement—we wondei
will be called the Alumnae Pool-
campaign will probably become a
;ic parallel for that which provided
Alumnae Hall.
READING GROUPS
The following schedule gives the
ame of the leader, place of meeting,
ay, and hour, of the Reading Groups:
Mrs. Ewing, Severance, Friday,
7:30 P.M.
Dr. Snow. Orchard Apt., Tuesday,
7:15 P.M.
Dr. Martin, 25 Ad. Bldg., Tuesday.
4:40 P.M.




Miss Thompson, 25 Ad. Bldg., Fri-
day, 4:00 P.M.
Miss Frost, Poetry, A. C. Office,
Friday, 4:45 P.M.
Dr. Bell, C. A. Office. Tuesday.
Friday.
DR. DWIGHT R. CLEMENT
Dentists
DR. COPELAND MERRILL
Wellesley Sq. Phone 1901-1900
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST
aba* Block Wellesley Sq.
Tel. Wei. 0566
DR. PAUL E. EVERETT
OSTEOPATHY
PHYSIOTHERAPY












Meet and right it is






Your Closet Door, -
Will they find your things
fresh and dainty?
The Cleaning Service will work v
with frocks that have begun to si
wear and tear of College life.
The work is odorless—the price
able, and the service prompt.
Just phone us to call
Near the West End
of the Campus
